
1964-1967 PhD in Physics.  Fellowships from CNR.  During this period most  
important papers appeared in Science and Nature (Lond.) in the field of Artificial  
Intelligence. 
 
1968-1979 Research Associate of Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) at  the 
Institute of Cypernetics and Biophysics of CNR, Camogli,  Italy.  
 
1972 Lecturer (libera docenza) in Cybernetics and Information Theory, University of 
Genoa 
 
1973-1975 Evaluation of ion channel conductance from power spectral density analysis 
of nerve membrane currents. Visiting professor at Emory University,  Dept.of  Anatomy, 
Atlanta, Georgia, USA. 
 
1979-82 Studies on the effect of pH changes and scorpion toxins in the ion channels 
 of nerve membrane Nature (Lond.), vol. 287 and 296. 
 
1980 Full professor of Physiology at the University  of Ferrara. 
 
1982 Professor of Physiology at the University of Milano.  









Statistical methods in studies of firing activity recorded in neuronal networks 7-23 
 
Do you remember the meaning of : 
ACF    = autocorrelation function 
CV = coefficient of variation = standard deviation / mean 
CV2 or CV2   = squared CV 
Fano factor (FF)   = spike-counts variance / mean 
 
We will see the following topics: 
Knowing neurons from inside or outside 
Principles of recordings  
Suggestions from models 
Electrodes recording more than one neuron (a unit) up to…. 
Sorting criteria & Principal Component Analysis in 3D 
K-means clustering classification, Outliers vs Mahalanobis threshold  
Identifying excitatory and inhibitory cells: statistical & physiological methods 
Autocorrelation function and cross-correlation 
Bursting properties and classification criteria 
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Potassium, K+ 

Sodium, Na+ 















Next slide Mea 60 elettrodi, 3D amplitude > spike rate, burst duration 300 ms 
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Multi-electrode array, MEA dishes Organotypic slices  Recorded spikes and pharmacology 

Neuron identification from a single electrode SKF89976   
GAT blocker 

gabazine  
iGABAAR blocker 

µV 

µs 





Studies, in in-vitro networks of neurons, astrocytes and microglia,  19/49 

Methods: cultured networks of ex-
vivo postnatal neocortex; activity     
from each network of 5,000 cells, 
from 60 electrodes by MEA 
electrophysiology; reverberating 
(bursts) activity was studied by 
identifying excitatory and inhibitory 
cells by their different autocorrelation 
function, ACF, computing  
 the probability of finding short or 
long lasting burst durations (BD),  
 the numbers of spikes elicited by  
clusters of excitatory and inhibitory 
neurons engaged in each burst. 

see: Sanchez-Vives & McCormick. Cellular and network mechanisms of rhythmic recurrent activity in 
neocortex. Nat Neurosci 2000, 3: 1027-34. 

Gullo F, Maffezzoli A, Dossi E, Wanke E. (2009) Short latency cross-and autocorrelation identify clusters of interacting 
 neurons recorded from muti-electrode arrays. J Neurosci Meth 181:186-198.  



Short-latency analysis among units. The hypothesized wiring among putative neurons are derived from the  
data shown. Autocorrelogram, for excitatory or inhibitory cells and crosscorrelograms in black). Each plot 
has the same x-axis of ±20ms and the y-axis (spike/s) has values ranging from 8 to 20. (A) Units recorded  
from the same electrode in which only excitatory monosynaptic effects could be documented. (B) Data  
belong to two electrodes, 41 - 42 and to identified units of each one as indicated with letters. Insets show  
plots from −5 to +5ms and the shaded areas indicate the blank period of spike sampling during the on-line  
acquisition. Notice that autocorrelograms of excitatory and inhibitory cells are different. The 2 excitatory  
peaks (at 3.6 and 2.4 ms) shown in cross-correlograms to 41a and 42c correspond to 16 and 14% of the  
spikes of cell 42b, respectively (background activity was subtracted). 



Gullo F, Maffezzoli A, Dossi E, Lecchi M, Wanke E. (2012) Classifying heterogeneity of spontaneous up-states:  
a method for revealing variations in firing probability, engaged neurons and Fano factor. J Neurosci Methods 203:407-17. 



ACF versus FF sorting 



authentic inhibitory neuron 

Identification of neurons by using a knock-in mice expressing a fluorescent protein (GFP) only in GABAergic neurons 

authentic excitatory neuron 

Becchetti A, Gullo F, Bruno G, Dossi E, Lecchi M and Wanke E. (2012) Exact distinction of 
excitatory and inhibitory neurons in neural networks: a study with GFP-GAD67 neurons 
optically and electrophysiologically recognized on multielectrode arrays. Front. Neural 
Circuits 6:63. doi: 10.3389/fncir.2012.00063. 

inhibitory neuron 

30 µm-diameter 
electrode 

excitatory neurons 
are not fluorescent 

and almost invisible 

recording 
threshold  



Neuron-glia crosstalk revealed in reverberating networks by simultaneous extracellular  
recording of spikes and astrocytes' glutamate transporter and K+ currents. 25-51 

by	
	Wanke E, Gullo F, Dossi E, Valenza G1, Becchetti A.	
Department	of	Biotechnologies	and	Biosciences	and		
Milan	Center	For	Neuroscience	(NeuroMI),	University	of	Milano-Bicocca,	Milan,	Italy	
1Research	Centre	“E.	Piaggio”	and	Department	of	InformaHon	Engineering,	School	of	
Engineering,	University	of	Pisa,	Pisa,	Italy	-		J	Neurophysiol.	28:2706-2719,	2016		
	
Other CNS cells crucially supporting neuronal activity: astrocytes 
control the concentration of potassium (K+) and glutamate (the excitatory 
neurotransmitter) by an ion channel and a neurotransporter (GluT)	
	
Viewing	the	whole	network	from	one	electrode	
Filtering	strategy:	distorHons	and	signal	reconstrucHon	by	deconvoluHon	
Slow	signals,	power	spectra	for	K+	currents	and	killing	astrocytes	during	growing	
The	response	of	an	astrocyte	to	a	single	spike	
The	network	become	epilepHc	if	GluT	is	blocked	
The	different	responses	of	adjacent	astrocytes	
	
The future: simulate microglial cells controlling CNS neuroinflammation 



In CNS networks  
about 50% of the cells 
are neurons and 50%  
are glial cells subdivided 
into 40% astrocytes and 
10% microglial cells, 
activated during 
inflammation. 

Glutamate transporter restores [glu]o  

Inward current removes the firing-induced increase of  [K+]o  



Remember this panel 

Membrane potential of neurons at resting -65 mV 

Membrane potential of astrocytes -90 mV 

Spikes from neurons 

slow [K+]o -induced depolarization, see below 

Each spike causes an increase of  [K+]o  



Given	the	acquired	1me	dependent	signals	YsP(t)	and	
YLFP(t)	and	the	actual	impulse	responses	HsP(t)	and	HLFP(t)	of	the	
filters	used	to	acquire,	respec1vely,	sP	and	LFP	signals	(Fig.	1,	B2	and	
B3),	the	es1mated	inputs	XsP(t)	and	XLFP(t)	are	respec1vely	defined	as	
															XsP(t)	=	iFFT[XsP(f)]		=	iFFT[YsP(f)	⁄	HsP(f)]																																							(1)	
and	
															XLFP(t)	=	iFFT[XLFP(f)	]	=	iFFT[YLFP(f)	⁄	HLFP(f)]	,																														(2)	
where	iFFT	is	the	inverse	fast	Fourier	transform	and	XsP(f),	YsP(f),	
HsP(f),	XLFP(f),	YLFP(f),	and	HLFP(f)	refer	to	Fourier	transform	
representa1ons	
in	the	frequency	domain.	



Impulse responses of the three filters 







sP	signals	are	extracellularly	recorded	Kir	currents	from	astrocytes		31/49	



sPISI	=	|sP/ISI	|		

sP	signals	are	strongly	
dependent	on	interspike	
intervals	(ISI)	



Barium,	blocking	Kir	currents,	strongly	affects	spike	rates	and	PSD	but	not	spike	waveforms	



Ver1cal	bar	10	µV	
Horizontal	0.5	s	

Days-in-vitro	and	network	disinhibi1on	affects	sP	waveforms	and	power	spectra	



	AraC	blocking	astrocyte’s	survival	

Same	mea264	
AraC	from	7DIV	
3.2x3.2	mm		
grayscale	
black	sP	=	high	
white	=	zero		



mea64	
spikes	

Same	mea64	
AraC	from	6DIV	
3x5	mm		
grayscale	
black	sP	=	high	
white	=	zero		



Spikes	(ver1cal	bars)	superimposed	on	outward-	and	inward-going	sPs,	same	dish	 37/49 



	adjacent	
inward	and	
outward	sPs	
in		
electrodes	
with	or	
without	spikes	

	mea256	
canale	LFP	
spikes	



	demonstra1on	of	spa1al	K+	buffering,	organotypic	cultured	slice	

	mea256	
	sP+spikes	
1	burst	



	15-electrodes	ac1vity	at	2DIV,	256mea	 	electrode	B9,	2	types	of	spikes	

burst-induced	sP	effect	
and		
miniature	sP	effect	

	miniuture	sP	(msP)	



	1956	Frankenhaeuser	&	Hodgkin,			predicted	[K+]o	change	and	superimposed	sP	

	mea64	
canale	sP	



effects	of	increasing		
concentra1ons	of	TBOA,	
a	drug	blocking	GluT	
i.e.	see:	
Bergles	DE,	Jahr	CE.	Synap1c	
ac1va1on	of	glutamate		
transporters	in	
hippocampal	astrocytes.		
Neuron	19:	1297–1308,	1997.		
Diamond	JS,	Jahr	CE.	Transporters		
buffer	synap1cally	released	glutamate		
on	a	submillisecond	1me	scale.		
J	Neurosci	17:	4672–4687,	1997.	

	mea64	
canale	sP	
63	bursts	
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	Effects	of	TBOA	and	gabazin	pharmacology	on	neuronal	excitability	and	burst	dura1on	

	mea64	
canale	LFP	
63	bursts	



	Effects	of	TBOA	and	gabazine	pharmacology	on	waveform	of	sP	and	firing	(same	electrode)	

	mea64	
canale	LFP	
63	bursts	



	recordings	of	GluT	currents	from	dissociated	neurons	during	reverbera1ng	ac1vity	

	mea64	
canale	LFP	

	1	burst,	GZ,	LFP	channel	

	63	bursts	LFP	channel	

	1	bursts,	GZ,	LFP	channel	



	5	elelrodi	adiacen1	da	mea256	spikes	e	canale	sP	



	5	elelrodi	adiacen1	da	mea256	
spikes	e	canale	sP	



	data	from	
electrode	h7	
LFP	channel	

PSD	data	from	
electrode	h7	
LFP	channel,	
same	colors	

	note	that	sP	data	from	electrode	h7	
are	3	orders	of	magnitude	higher	

	mea256	
canale	LFP	
5	bursts	
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	gray	:	mean	of	(g7+g8+h8)	
black:	mean	of	(h7+i9)	

h7	
g7	
g8		

LFP	

sP	

astrocytes	far	from	g7,	g8,	h8	
astrocyte	near	h7,	i9	


